SAVING MONEY WITH BIOMASS HEATING

Up to half of all the energy used in the home goes on heating. Biomass heating helps you make energy-saving improvements to your home and find the best way to cut the costs of heating.

- Heating with efficient firewood stoves vs. electric appliance could generate **40-74%** savings
- Heating with modern, efficient firewood stoves vs. old, inefficient firewood stoves could generate **51-53%** savings
- Heating with wood chips small boilers vs. electric appliance could generate **52-77%** savings
- Heating with wood chips small boilers vs. light fuel oil/ LPG fueled small boilers could generate **49-70%** savings
- Heating with wood pellet stoves vs. electric appliance could generate **12-51%** savings
- Heating with wood pellet small boilers vs. electric appliance could generate **22-59%** savings
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